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Abstract. For a determination of limits in a provision of required quality of force control in the discussed 
electromechanical force compensation systems (FCS), it is proposed to perform synthesis of control devices in 
optimal statement with an implementation of a linearized model. The objective of the presented study is a solution, 
in optimal statement, of a problem of a force regulator’s synthesis in FCS, which comprises elastic mechanical 
gears, significant force of friction and inertia, which are additionally attached to weight relieved object of masses. It 
is reasonable to solve problems of synthesis of forces' optimal control in gears' elastic elements in FCS, which 
compensate force of gravity of weight relieved object, using methods of classical variations calculus. An application 
of integral criterion of forces' control quality will allow to determine a rational structure and synthesize optimal 
parameters' values a force regulator, during an operation of FCS in a context of uncertain perturbation actions. 
Performed theoretical and experimental studies demonstrated effectiveness of the synthesized force regulator in FCS 
in a case of changes in uniform perturbation actions. The synthesized force regulator allows reduce static error of 
force control in 36.5 times, and overcontrol of force in elastic mechanical gear - in 5.5 times as compared with the 
initial mechanical system without an electric drive. The proposed method for a synthesis of optimal force regulator 
in FCS was tested during a creation of training simulator "Exit 2", which was designed to train astronauts in a 
spacesuit with total weight of 250 kg for a work in a condition of zero gravity, and during a creation of balanced 
type manipulators MP100 with 100 kg load-carrying capability. 
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Introduction 

Problems of an improvement of testbed 
facilities for trying-out of space technology [1], 
training simulators [2], modern manipulators and 
robotics systems [3] led to an emerge and an 
intensive development of a new class of 
electromechanical force compensation systems (FCS) 
[4]. The main requirement for a practical 
implementation of FCS is a high-precision 
compensation of components of forces using an 
electric drive (ED), caused by gravity of moved 
objects, forces of friction of mechanisms and 
elasticity of mechanical gears, as well as force of 
inertia of additionally attached masses and actuating 
units. Features of an implementation and an operation 
of discussed systems are determined by an 
availability of elastic mechanical gears, as well as 
significant forces of friction and inertia, masses, 
which are additionally attached to an object [5]. For a 
determination of limits in a provision of required 
quality of forces' control in the discussed FCS, it is 
proposed to perform synthesis of control devices in 
optimal statement with an implementation of a 
linearized model of electromechanical systems 
(EMS) with elastic linkage (EL). Analysis of 
nowadays approaches to synthesis of automated 
systems, produced with an implementation of the 

maximum principle of L.S. Pontryagin [6], analytical 
design of optimal regulators [7], adaptive methods 
[8], neural networks [9] and fuzzy logic [10] showed 
that synthesis of FCS with variations calculus' 
methods implementation [11]. 

 
Methodology  

A mathematical description of a linearized 
dual mass electrochemical system, which regulates 
forces in elastic elements (EE) of mechanical gear, 
obtained in [12, 13], is presented in fig.1 in a form of 
flow chart. In the flow chart coordinates of the 

systems have the following notations: D , М – 

speeds of the drive and the object; 0М  – constant 

component of moment generated by gravity of the 

object; EaМ  – moment, proportional to a value of 

changing external force, applied to the object of 

control; DМ  and elМ  – moments of the drive and 

EE; ACU  – signal of the drive's current 

specification, which is proportional to moment 0М ; 

FFU  – feedback signal by force. In the presented 
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mathematical model EMS with EL moment elМ  

and speed М  must be set to a drive's shaft. 

Parameters: Emk , EmТ  – coefficient of 

transfer and the electromagnetic constant of a drive's 

time; DТ , МТ  – mechanical constants of time of 

inertial masses of a drive and an object, separated by 

EE; СТ , dТ – constants of time, considering 

equivalent rigidity and dissipative properties of 

mechanical gears; SCk , Ek – coefficients of 

transfer of feedback through current and feedback, 
through counter electromotive force of a drive, which 
characterize properties of a fixed part of a system. 

 

 
 
Fig.1. Flow chart of the studied FCS 

Transfer functions  SWkE ,  SWSF , 

 SWC ,  SWRC ,  SWRF describe dynamic 

properties of a compensation channel of counter 
electromotive force of a drive, force sensor, voltage 
converters, which supplies a drive, current regulators 
of a drive's current and force in EE. In order to 
summarize the results, a mathematical description of 
the studied EMS with EL is obtained, with an 

implementation in relative units: Speeds D  and 

М  are defined as a fraction of a drive’s idle 

speeds 0 ; EMF of a converter CЕ  and a drive 

DЕ  – from nominal voltage of a drive, and 

moments DМ , elМ , 0М  and EaМ  – from 

nominal moment of a drive RМ . With a selected 

basic coordinates' values of EMS with EL, 
mechanism parameters must be determined using the 

following equations: 
1

0Ω -
RDD МJТ  ; 

1
0Ω -

RММ МJТ  ; 
1

0
1Ω -

R
-
elc МcТ  ; 

1-
eleld сbТ  , where DJ  and МJ  – moments of 

inertia of a drive and an object; elс  и elb - 

coefficients, taking into account equivalent rigidity 
and internal viscous friction of EE of mechanical 

gears. Basic values of assigning voltage ACbU  and 

at current sensor's output FCbU  were selected in the 

manner that makes static transfer coefficient of 
feedback's circuit by current equal to one. An 
implementation of relative units allowed to simplify 
mathematical description of the studied system and 

allowed to obtain 1 МDSCE kkkk . 

In the studied FCS a force assignment, in 
accordance with the requirements of its operation, 

must be permanent constACU  and be equal to 

0М , so transition processes for perturbation actions 

could be investigated as a change of increments in 
EE. In that case, the aim of forces control of FCS is a 

minimization of moment's deviation in EE elМ , 

caused by a change in an external 

perturbation EaМ . 

In order to provide for the high demands of 
quality of forces control in FCS, force regulator 

 SWRF  must be synthesized using optimal 

control. During synthesis of optimal force regulator 
(OFR) it is desirable to take into account real 
limitations, which is put on control action, and to 
guarantee stability of a control system with a 
synthesized force regulator to possible changes of 
parameters of an object of control [14]. 

Synthesis of OFR conducting for EMS with 
EL described by the mathematical model, presented 
in fig. 1. The equation, which describes a change of 

moment elМ  in EL of FCS mechanism, can be 

presented in the following form: 
               SWSМSМSWSUSUSМ FPaEaFCaFFAСel  0

, (1) 

where        SМSWSWSU elRFSFFF   - 

a control action, which ensures the required quality of 
forces' control in EE. 

During synthesis of OFR making following 
assumptions: EMF of a drive is fully compensated by 
a channel with transfer function 

 
 SW

k
SW

C

E
kE  ; properties of closed circuit 

of current are considered by aperiodic link of first 
order with the transfer function 
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CC ; channel of force 

measurement in early stages study is accepted to be 

inertialess   SFSF kSW  . With the 

condition const0 М , a change in EE elМ , 

considering synthesized OFR in a case of an action of 

moment EaМ , can be determined by solving of the 

equation 

         SWSМSWSUSМ FPaEaFPaFFel 
,   (2) 

where  SWFCa ,  SWFPa  – transfer functions 

of open circuit system for control and perturbation 
actions. Taking into account the parameters that 
characterize generalized properties of a mechanical 

part of the system 
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 ,discussed functions 

can be presented in the following form 
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   (4) 
Substituting in the expression (1) transfer 

functions (3) and (4), obtaining the equation, which 
allows, in a context of a selected criteria of optimality 
and energy restrictions of ED, to find the required 

control FFU : 

           SМSСSUSВSМSА EaFFel  , 

  (5) 

where   01
2

2
3

3 aSaSaSaSA   – 

polynomial, which takes into account the general 
properties of the studied system; 

  01 bSbSB   – polynomial during a control 

action;   01
2

2 cScScSC   – polynomial 

during a perturbation action; CCelТТа 2
3  ; 

CCdel ТТТа  2
2 ; CCd ТТа 1 ; 

10 а ; dCCTβkb 1 ; CCkb 0 ; 

   ССdTТс2 ;    CCd TТс1 ; 

10с . 

An analysis of requirements to FCS of 
testbeds [1], training simulators [2], balanced 
manipulators [3] showed that, in a context of 
requirements and features of their operation during 
synthesis OFR it is necessary to minimize average 
square (dispersion) of moment's deviation in EE 

during an operation of the system ft . In a practice 

an actual time ft  is many times larger than the 

largest time constant of FCS, therefore, criteria for 
quality of control of EMS with EL can be presented 
in a form of functional 

 



f

f

t

el
f

t
dttM

t
J

0

2
1

1
lim . At the same time, 

acceptable values of maximum moment of an electric 

drive maxDМ or current supplying its converter 

maxCI  can be taken into account in a form of a 

restriction on module of control action 

maxUUFF  . However, that approach makes 

FCS optimal control problem non-linear [15]. For 
synthesis of OFR in linear setting it is proposed take 
into account limitations on a power of an electric 
drive (ED), using an average square of control action 

in the form of 
2

2
max2

U

FF
k

U
U  , where Uk  – 

coefficient that determines time during which optimal 

control FFU  might have restrictions. The obtained 

limit on permissible power of ED, in accordance with 
rules of solutions of variations calculus's 
isoperimetric problems, it is reasonable to determine 
by means of supplementing functional J 1 component, 

which consider a power of control actions FFU , 

multiplied by a Lagrangian multiplier [lambda]: 

  


f

f

t

FFel
f

t
dtλUM

t
J

0

22
2

1
lim . Variables 

in functional J 2 can be reduces to one dimensionality 
using coefficient of a relationship between an output 

coordinate elМ  and a control action FFU ,which 

can be determined during an operation of EMS with 
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EL in a steady regime: 

FFCCFFCC
МD

М
el UβkUk

ТТ

Т
М 


 . 

After normalization of variables, functional 
J2 that was reduced to dimensionality of a regulated 
coordinate, can be presented in the following form: 

   


f

f

t

FFCCel
f

t
dtUβkλM

t
J

0

222
3

1
lim . 

According to Legendre condition, minimum 

of that functional will be at values 0 , therefore, 

if it is specified as   22
1 mkCC  , the found 

functional will have more convenient form for a 
solution of the problem: 

  


f

f

t

FFel
f

t
dtUMm

t
J

0

222
3

1
lim .  

  (6) 
On the basis of the obtained expression the 

problem of optimal force control in EE of a 
mechanism can be formulated as follows: in EMS 
with EL it is required to determine transfer function 

of force regulator  SWRF , which will provide 

minimum for the functional (6). 
In the work [15] it is showed, that by 

arranging obtained form the equation (5) 

expression[        SbSBSaSA  ]in a form of 

polynomial, which has poles only in left half plane, 
transfer function of OFR can be obtained in the 
following form: 

 
  
  11

11

2

1






STST

STST
kSW

d

CC
RFRF , 

   (7) 
 

 
In order to determine the parameters of OFR 

in transfer function (7), it is necessary to know the 
value of coefficient m1 , which provides the required 
minimum of functional (6), characterizing parameters 
of EMS with EL. At that, acceptable values of 
maximum moment of an electric drive and a 
converter's current are necessary to be determined in 
accordance with the methodology described in [16]. 

After an obtainment of 1m  parameters of synthesis 

of optimal regulator, ensuring required forces' control 

in FCS, RFk , 1Т  and 2Т can be determined. 

 
Results  

Analyzing effectiveness of synthesized OFC 
in EMS with EL, which has the following parameters 

of an invariable part: 174,0DТ s; 

032,0МТ s; 084,0с Т s; 

0015,0dT s; 002,0CCТ s; 1CCk ; 

8,3SFk , which, in a case of basic values, 

3710,ММ RА  Nм, 

1390 B rad/s, 4,0ACbU V are 

determining following values of generalized 

parameters: 184,1 ; 155,0 ; 

048,0elТ s. 

With a value of coefficient 451 m  

transfer function of OFC has the following form: 

    
  10015,010014,0

1002,01012,0
2,53






SS

SS
SWRF

. 
Minus sign of the coefficient of obtained 

transfer function's strengthening, indicates a necessity 
of an introduction in the system of negative feedback 
by a force. 

The study of transition processes in FCS 
allow to determine efficiency of the proposed 
methodology of synthesis of OFC in EMS with EL. 
In the fig. 2 transition processes in the studied FCS 
are presented, which were obtained during a 

perturbation action BEa М,М 10  in the form of 

a step function. 
In the fig. 2, a) transition process of a 

change of EE  tМ el  in a mechanical system with 

an established value 

    08400
1

0 ,М
γ

М Eael   is presented. 

In the fig. 2, b) transition processes of a change of 
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moment in EE elМ  (relationship 1) and moment of 

an electric drive DМ  (relationship 2) with 

synthesized OFC in the initial system with inertialess 

force sensor with 0SFТ .In the fig. 2 an 

overcontrol of moment in EE in mechanical system 
without an electric drive was 83 %, and in the system 
with OFC in fig. 2, b) – 15 %, i.e. in 5.5 times less. 
An implementation of synthesized OFC allowed to 
decrease static error of force control in 36.5 times. 

 
 

 

 
 
Fig.2. Transition processes in the studied EMS 
with EL 

 
An analysis of the processes in EMS with EL 

in a case of using inertial force sensor efforts [17] with 
transfer function in a form of an aperiodic link with 

time constant 002,0SFТ ,is presented in fig. 2b) 

in a form of values elМ (relationship 3) and moment 

of drive DМ  (relationship 4). Conducted studies 

have shown a possibility of an increase of maximum 

values of moment elМ  and moment of a drive DМ  

in a case of an emerge of inertial elements in the 
feedback circuit by force, which must be taken into 
account during an implementation of FCS. 

Completed studies have shown effectiveness 
of synthesized OFC in EMS with EL during changes 
of perturbation actions. The proposed method for 
synthesis of OFC in EMS with EL had been tested 
during a development of training simulator "Exit 2", 
designed for a training of astronauts for a work in a 
condition of zero gravity, systems [18] and balanced 
manipulators of MP100 type [3]. 

 
Discussion  
With an implementation of optimal control 

theory in the studies [11: 19-21] problems of 
minimization of fluctuations in EMS with EL were 
discussed. At that, studies, performed with the 
systems of subordinate regulation of coordinates of 
ED [22, 23] were of the most interest. However, 
during an implementation of those systems feedback 
by speed, but not at by moment of EE, as in the 
present case, was used. Therefore, the proposed 
method of optimal force regulator's synthesis 
supplements methodology of a solution of problems 
of automated systems' optimal control, presented in 
scientific works [24, 25]. Practical results of 
conducted studies conform to the results obtained 
during synthesis of regulators and corrective devices 
in EMS with EL, which are ensuring optimum 
vibration damping of elastic mechanisms [26, 27]. 

 
Conclusion  

A solution of the problem of optimal 
synthesis force regulator was completed using a 
linearized mathematical model of FCS and with 
assumptions about not considering inertia of 
measurement devices, a description of properties of 
closed circuit of an electric drive's current with an 
aperiodic link the of first order. In further research it 
is necessary to carry out studies with an 
implementation of more precise mathematical models 
and to practically assess an impact of the assumptions 
made on effectiveness of obtained results. 
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